
I SAW MOMMY KISSING SANTA CLAUS              Connor (1952)  

BUT….. SANTA LOOKED A LOT LIKE DADDY      Owens/Rich (1965)     Ver 1 6 Nov 21                                                                                                        

 

All [chords] = 2 beats 

1..2  1..2  1..2  1..2 

[C] I saw C/ Mommy Am7/ kissing [Em] Santa [Am] Claus                                                         

Am/ Under-C/-neath the Am/ Mistle-C/-toe last [G7] night [G7]                                                          

She [Dm] didn’t see me [G7] creep, down the [C] stairs to have a [C] peep                    

She [D] thought that I was [D7] tucked-up                                                                                   

In my G7/ bedroom Dm/ fast a-[G7]-sleep 

Then [C] I saw C/ Mommy Am7/ tickle [Em] Santa [Am] Claus                                                  

Am/ Under-[C]-neath his beard so C7/ snowy [F] white [A7]                                                       

What a [F] laugh it would have [B7] been, if [C] Daddy had only [A7] seen                          

[F] Mommy kissing Dm/ Santa G7/ Claus last [C] night. [A7]                                                     

[F] Mommy kissing Dm/ Santa G7/ Claus last [C] C↓ night  G7↓C↓ 

[G7~]  BUT WAIT A DOGGONE MINUTE!! ……                                                                      

(tempo change to rock ; [Chords] = 4 beats)                        

[C] Santa looked a lot like Daddy or C// Daddy looked a lot like F// him.                                                           

It’s not the [G] way I had him pictured, G7// Santa was much too C// thin.                                    

He [C] didn’t come down the chimney, so C7// Momma must have let him F// in                   

[G] Santa looked a lot like Daddy or G7// Daddy looked a lot like C↓ him G7↓ 

They [C] thought I was fast a’ sleeping, they C// thought I was tucked in F// bed                 

Never [G] thought I’d come a’ peeping or that G// I’d hear what was C// said.                      

Santa [C] put his arms around Momma and C7// she put her arms around F// him 

So if [G] Santa Claus ain’t Daddy, then G7// I’m gonna tell on C↓ them. G7↓ Well! 

[C] Santa looked a lot like Daddy or C// Daddy looked a lot like F// him.                                  

It’s not the [G] way I had him pictured, G7// Santa was much too C// thin.                            

He [C] didn’t come down that chimney, so C7// Momma must have let him F// in                                  

[G] Santa looked a lot like Daddy or G7// Daddy looked a lot like C// him. 

[G] Santa looked a lot like Daddy or G7// Daddy looked a lot like C// him                  

G7// Daddy looked a lot like C// him,                                                                                            

Yeah G7// Daddy looked a lot like C↓ him G7↓C↓                               

                                                                                                                           

 


